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С. М. MacRobert (United Kingdom, Oxford)

THE ENIGMATIC ATHENS PSALTER 
(GREEK NATIONAL LIBRARY, MS 1797)

MS 1797 in the Greek National Library presents an acknowledged problem 
to the palaeographer. In their descriptions, both M. Harisijadis (Харисиjадис 
1978: 206) and K. Stančev and A. Džurova (станчев, Джурова 1981: 34) assign 
this psalter manuscript to the early fourteenth century but draw attention to a 
range of conservative features: the fine teratological initials for which Harisijadis 
finds the closest parallels in manuscripts of the twelth and thirteenth centuries, 
the use by the main scribe of some letter forms more typical of the thirteenth 
than the fourteenth century and the minimal system of diacritics. Stančev and 
Džurova conclude that the manuscript was copied from a thirteenth-century 
examplar, whose characteristics it to some extent reproduces, and that it was 
probably written in north-west Bulgaria or eastern Serbia. Harisijadis comes to 
similar conclusions, pointing out that, although the main scribe’s practice is for 
the most part consonant with Serbian spelling habits of the period, his marked 
preference for ¢ deviates from Raška orthography. She suggests a provenance 
from some ‘peripheral’ area, on the Bulgarian border or in northern Greece, 
Macedonia or the Hilandar monastery on Mount Athos.

B. Jovanović-Stipčević (Jовановић-стипчевић 1991) takes a different 
view of the Athens Psalter. She includes it in her study of early fourteenth-
century Serbian manuscripts which employ ¢, as well as y, both in final po-
sition and internally in roots and prefixes, and so by implication refers it to 
Mount Athos, which she sees as the probable starting point for this orthographi-
cal development. Comprehensive data on the distribution of ¢ and y would, 
as she says, be needed to elucidate their pattern of use in the sources which 
she cites, but it appears from the photographs of the relevant manuscripts pub-
lished by D. Bogdanović (богдановић 1978: Album, plates 22 (384), 23 (453), 
24 (47), 26 (475), 27 (644), 31 (15), 32 (31), 48 (147), 60 (145)), а.-е. Tachiaos 
(Tachiaos 1981: № 11) and D. Trifunović (трифуновић 1978: plates 1–5) that 
the Athens Psalter differs from them in two ways. Firstly, ¢ predominates and 
in a large part of the manuscript is used exclusively. The letter y does occur, but 
infrequently and inconsistently: p. 35, l.5 v¢sy svhty; p. 36, l.10 daly; p. 38, 
l.15 skr¢by; p. 50, l.3 prhmlyqi but l.4 prhml¢qiùi, l.5 snizyxodØ\i, l.8 ky, 
ll.12–15 ixy x4, l.14 dhlomy, ll.14–15 imy x2, l.15 v¢zdaj[d]y, l.16 dhly; p. 58, 
l.14 Øs¢my; p. 59, ll.4–5 ixy x2; p. 67, l.6 wbidØty; p. 69, l.9 pora[d]uüty; p. 75, 
l.4 zaimØty; p. 86, l.7 no\[y]; p. 97, l.21 koncixy; p. 104, l.4 grhxy moix¢, l.11 
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dxm¢ vl[d]qnimy; p. 126, l.19 straùyn¢; p. 176, l.10–11 tymh; p. 180, l.1 vy; 
p.1 95, l.10 wjØstØety; p. 203, l.14 blizy; p. 272, l.10 staryc¢; p. 355, l.1 isti-
nyna. There are two possible explanations for these occasional instances of y: 
either they are inherited from the antigraph and have escaped the vigilance of 
a scribe who, unusually in the early fourteenth century, aimed to use ¢ alone; 
or they are lapses on the part of a scribe who habitually used y according to 
the Serbian norm, but when writing the Athens Psalter decided to imitate an 
earlier exemplar which employed ¢. Some support for the latter interpretation 
can be derived from the second peculiarity which sets the Athens Psalter apart 
from the other manuscripts adduced by Jovanović-Stipčević: ¢ regularly ap-
pears as the first component of ™. I have noted only three exceptions: p. 40, l.8 
úsl¥ùa; p. 49, l.1 úsl¥ùi; p. 63, l.6 úsl¥ùØt¢, but l.13 $sl™ùa and at least 
thirty-five forms of (ú)sl™ùatn elsewhere, as well as (ú)sliùati. There are 
numerous other instances of ™, whether with etymological justification, e.g. 
t™, the forms of b™ti, or without, e.g. stvor™, stvor™ti, s™la passim. The dis-
tribution of ¥ and ™ mirrors that of y and ¢ in the manuscript and is consistent 
with P. A. Lavrov’s observation (лавров 1914: 49) that the choice between ¥ 
and ™ in Bulgarian manuscripts of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries depends 
on their choice between y and ¢. However it is at variance with his subsequent 
comment, that manuscripts which employ both ¢ and y usually have ¥. This 
rule appears to hold for the fourteenth-century Athonite manuscripts with ¢ and 
y included in Jovanović-Stipčević’s study, but not for the Athens Psalter. Its 
strong preference for ¢ both on its own and in ™ seems rather to ally it with the 
practice of using ¢ alone which has recently been reviewed in Cyrillic manu-
scripts by а. Bojadžiev (бояджиев 1995) and in Glagolitic ones by B. Velčeva 
(Велчева 1999) and which is attested from the early eleventh century onwards, 
for instance in the Novgorod psalter fragment discovered in 2000 and described 
by A. A. Zaliznjak and V. L. Janin (Зализняк, янин 2001: 8).

There are other respects, too, in which the spelling of the Athens Psalter is 
a blend of old and new. In accordance with Serbian norms of the later thirteenth 
and early fourteenth centuries the main scribe frequently uses ó, ö (or e), ü, and 
attempts, if not with uniform success, to distinguish between h and Ø, ™ and i. 
At the same time there are traces of earlier practice, such as the use of h for 
ó in initial position, e.g. p. 181, l.10 hvi and sporadically hko as well as óko, 
interchangeable ú/$ and ü, e.g. p. 13, l.11 v¢zvØsØl$ sØ; p. 20, l.14 nØkl$qimi; 
p. 27, l.6, p. 151, l.9, p. 213, l.15 gr¢dinú; p. 72, l.9 lükavnúü\im¢ but 
p. 73, l.18 l$kavnúü\i; p. 117, l.5 s¢xranú; p. 151, l.8 gora siwn¢ v nújØ; 
p. 157, l.1 †Øml$ùom$;  p. 175, l.6 napl¢nú; p. 192, l.11 wskvr¢nú; p. 193, 
l.2 st+inú; p. 221, l.9 vhtr¢nú; p. 293, l.5 glübini; p. 304, l.7 poklonú sØ. 
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The differentiated vocalization of ¢ and y survives in a number of places, e. g. 
p. 39, l.8 s¢nØm¢; p. 43, l.11 krhpok¢ i silØn¢; p. 92, l.5 vØs¢ dn+¢; p. 166, l.11, 
p. 229, l.9 naqØtok¢; p. 185, l.14 zol¢; p. 215, l.5 pØpØl¢; p. 208, l.16, p. 264, 
l.5, p. 272, l.15 súdob¢; p. 337, l.17 naposlhdok¢.  That these are traditional 
spellings is indicated by those instances where ¢ is equated with a, no doubt 
on the basis of pronunciation: p. 212, l.2 va ra[d]st¢; p. 285, l.8 n¢ipaqØ; and 
probably in Øs¢mß / ös¢mß passim� Another conflict of norms is seen in the 
treatment of words containing the Greek letter θ, which may be written either as 
ç, in p. 135, l.6 öçiwçió, p. 146, l.10 öçiwplØnh, p. 153, ll.2–3 öçiwp¢skim¢, 
p. 185, l.2 öçiwp¢sci, p. 153, l.5 öçamlØ; or as t, p. 134, ll.14–15 nØv¢talimli, 
p. 97, l.15 tar¢siiskiØ, p. 146, l.12 tar¢siisci, p. 189, l.17 tavor¢, p. 295, l.6 
öçrath; or as ƒ, p. 232, l.9 daƒana� Taken together, these features suggest either 
a Macedonian exemplar or possibly a Macedonian provenance for the Athens 
Psalter, though the sources used by K. Bicevska (бицевска 2001) indicate that y 
and ¥ predominate in Macedonian manuscripts by the fourteenth century.

The manuscript displays an additional graphical peculiarity which Bojadžiev 
(бояджиев 1995: 53) lists among the characteristic features of early Cyrillic 
‘narodni počerci’: where the scribe has to accommodate verses which cannot 
easily be fitted into the line, he occasionally takes the licence of ending a line 
with a consonantal letter, e.g. p. 23, l.20–21 mladØncØm|¢ svoim¢; p. 258, l.10–
11 prhklonix sØ p|asti; p. 262, ll.7–8 pogloum|lü sØ; p. 263, ll.7–8 v|¢ wpravdani 
tvoix¢; p. 273, ll.15–16 sht¢ m|nh; p. 282, ll.17–18 s¢ m|noü; p. 293, ll.7–8 
v¢nØm|lü\i; p. 297, ll.13–14 v¢d|vorix¢; p. 333, ll.2–3 v¢ m|orØ; p. 335, ll.9–10 
v¢z|vØstØt¢; p. 356, ll.15–16 v¢sk|rai mora. This feature also occurs on p. 27–
32, which have been inserted by a later scribe (who employed both y and ¢ 
and followed a different textual redaction): p. 28, ll.10–11 iz|bra; p. 29, ll.9–10 
p$t|¢ moi, ll.15–16 za\|i\Ønia. It presumably reflects the practice of the place 
where the Athens Psalter was produced and used; like the range of unusual or 
inconsistent patterns of spelling listed above, it points to a locality remote from 
the strong trends towards standardization reflected both in Raška orthography 
and in the Bulgarian orthographical norms of the fourteenth century. The scribe 
of the Athens Psalter seems to have relied as much on his exemplar for a model 
of correctness as on his own command of Church Slavonic, and with good 
reason, for marked vernacular interference can be detected in p. 117, l. 2 tko 
and in two instances of hypercorrect nominative in place of accusative plural 
forms: ps. 77:66 vrazi for vrag™, ps. 103:10 istoqnici for istoqnik™.

Scrutiny of the text reveals vestigial influence from the exemplar on the cor-
relates of the etymological nasal vowels. For the most part these are rendered 
in the Serbian fashion, as Ø and ú, but there are two types of divergence from 
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this rule: confusion between the front nasal and a/ó, e. g. the unexpected forms 
of accusative plural in ps. 44:17 knØza, ps. 83:4 ptØnca svoó, ps. 106:36 al¢qü\
aó, ps. 140:6 súdió, ps. 145:9 priùl¢ca, and the consequent reinterpretation 
which leads to ps. 83:4 oltara tvoögo in place of accusative plural; confusion 
between front and back nasal resulting in spellings with ú/ü, e. g. ps. 67:32 & 
Deut.32:22 öü in place of genitive singular feminine, ps. 79:2 vodú for present 
participle active nominative singular masculine *vodæ. In ps. 118:64 the two 
types of substitution interact to give accusative for nominative: *zØmló ] *zØm-
lõ ] *zØmlœ ] zØmlü. It is clear that the Athens Psalter derives from a copying 
tradition in which confusion of the jusy operated, as do several late thirteenth 
century Serbian psalter manuscripts, Sinai 8, Sinai 7, the Pljevlja and Belgrade 
Psalters. The mechanical replacement of the back nasal letter by ú and the front 
one by Ø leads, as M. Altbauer (Altbauer 1979: XVI) notes, to morphological 
aberrations in Sinai 8. Similar errors can be detected in Sinai 7: ps. 106:40, 
117:9 knØza for accusative plural, ps. 118:20 dù+ú moü for nominative singular, 
ps. 145:7 alqØ\imy�  The Pljevlja and Belgrade Psalters, which seem to derive 
from a common antigraph as argued in C. M. MacRobert (MacRobert 1991), 
share a number of mistakes prompted by the jusy: *œ/Î ] *æ/• ] ö gives rise 
to singular for plural in ps. 9:23 úvØzaöty, pom¥ùlóöty, ps. 18:14 údolhöty; 
*æ/• ] *œ/Î ] ú gives accusative for genitive in ps. 15: 5 qaùú moü, ps. 10:6 
qaùú (Plevlja); *æ/• ] a gives nominative for genitive in ps. 19:7, 76:4, 79:18 
dØsn¥ca and ps.10:6 qaùa (Belgrade); *æ/• ] ö results in a participle instead of 
1st person singular in ps. 15:7, 62:5 blg+svØ (also ps. 144:1–2 Pljevlja, ps. 25:12 
Belgrade). One such error is more widely attested: in ps. 129:6 confusion of 
the jusy leads to reinterpretation of two genitive singular feminine adjectival 
forms, *útrynææ, as present active participles, *útrynœæ ] útr¢núö x2 in 
the Athens Psalter. This corruption is paralleled in a number of East Slavonic 
Psalter manuscripts of the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries: in the first 
versicle I have found *útrynœæ ] útrØnüó in the manuscripts F.п.I.4, F.п.I.3 
and Sof. 64 in the Russian National Library, *útrynœœ ] útrØnüü in Pogod. 3 
in the RNL (Рнб), manuscripts 33 and 34 from the Synodal Typography in 
the Russian State Archive of Ancient Documents (РГаДа), the Kiev Psalter 
(Рнб, оLDP. F. 6) published by G. I. Vzdornov (Вздорнов 1978) and the 
Jaroslavl′ 15231 (яМЗ) and Bars. 96 (ГиМ) commentated psalters described in 
C. M. MacRobert (MacRobert 2005b), útrynüüty in the Luck Psalter of 1384 
described by C. Verdiani (Verdiani 1954); in the second versicle *útrynœæ ] 
útrØnüó in F.п.I.4, F.п.I.3, Luck, *útrynœœ ] útrØnüü in Pogod. 3, T33, Kiev, 
Jar. 15231, Bars. 96.
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It is commonplace for Russian, Serbian and Ukrainian manuscripts of 
the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries to stand in copying traditions that can be 
traced back to a stage characterized by confusion of the nasals. The reason why 
such a descent is worth remarking in the Athens Psalter is that, as shown in 
C. M. MacRobert (MacRobert 2005a), this manuscript follows Redaction II of 
the Church Slavonic psalter translation, which is found in East Slavonic manu-
scripts from the eleventh century onwards and in the thirteenth-century Serbian 
psalter manuscripts mentioned above, but is not directly attested in early sour-
ces of Bulgarian or Macedonian provenance. That the manuscript tradition of 
Redaction II did extend to the area where the jusy were confused is demonstrat-
ed by the consequential errors seen clearly in the Athens, Pljevlja and Belgrade 
Psalters, and vestigially in East Slavonic witnesses to this redaction.

Moreover, the Athens Psalter contains a handful of unusual readings which 
it has in common with the Pljevlja and Belgrade Psalters. They occur spo-
radically in other early South Slavonic sources, such as the Sinai Glagolitic 
Psalter published by S. Sever′janov (северьянов 1922), M. Altbauer (Altbauer 
1971) and I. C. Tarnanides (Tarnanides 1988), the thirteenth-century MS 1 in 
the Library of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, the Dečani Psalter pub-
lished by Lj. Mitrevski (Митревски 2000), and also in early Serbian Church 
Slavonic compositions which contain quotations from the Psalter, discussed in 
C. M. MacRobert (MacRobert 1997) and D. Trifunović (трифуновић 2001), 
but they are more frequently attested in East Slavonic manuscripts which fol-
low Redaction II, such as some of those mentioned above, plus the thirteenth-
century manuscript 27 and fourteenth-century 28 from the Synodal Typography 
in РГаДа, F.п.I.1, F.п.I.2, Pogod. 2 and Sof. 60 in the Рнб, Troickij (тсл) 862 
in the РГб and Jaroslavl′ 15482. The most striking are:

ps. 55:14 v¢ stranh Ath, Sin, Deč, S8, Plj, Bel, T27, F.п.I.1; v¢ svhth 
I+II+III;

ps. 108:23 pr$tni konci Ath(orig), Ban, Plj; pr$zi Ath(corr) I; abrhdiØ II; 
prœjiØ III; 

ps. 118:94 s¢pasØ s¢pasi Ath(orig), Ban, Deč, S7, Plj, Jar. 15482,  F.п.I.1, 
Pogod.3, Sof. 60, F.п.I.4, T28, T33, 8662, Luck;

ps. 150:5 zvonhx¢ Ath, Plj, Bel, Jar. 15231. Bars. 96; kumalhx¢ I+II+III 
(but 149:3 zvonh Plj, Bel; tumpanh Ath, Jar. 15231, Bars. 96, I+II+III).

In this last instance a reading in the Athens Psalter constitutes precious 
evidence for a distinctive early South Slavonic textual variant which, though 
infrequently attested, apparently survived long enough to spread in the late 
fourteenth century to the East Slavs.
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The corrections in the Athens Psalter speak for its continued use in a pro-
vincial area. The manuscript has been corrected at least twice. Some corrections 
simply make good the main scribe’s omissions, in a hand similar to, perhaps im-
itative of his, though the fact that they employ y rather than ¢ suggests that they 
were carried out by someone else. Others, which are written in large, irregular 
letters over partial erasures, introduce textual emendations. One might expect 
that these alterations would be motivated by a desire to update the text, bringing 
it in line with Redaction III, identified by E. V. Češko (Чешко 1982) and more 
fully characterized by I. Karačorova (карачорова 1989), which undoubtedly 
enjoyed some popularity in the South Slav lands during the fourteenth century. 
In fact, however, the variants introduced by the corrector go back for the most 
part to Redaction I, which originated in the ninth century. Some of them can 
indeed be found in Redaction III as well:

ps. 28:5 kØdri Ath(corr), I+II+III; d$bravi Ath(orig);
ps. 75:9 $boh sØ Ath(corr), I+II+III; potrØsØ sØ Ath(orig);
ps. 34:6 pl¢z¢k¢ Ath(corr), I+III; s¢blazn¢ Ath(orig), II;
ps. 39:5 nØistovystva Ath(corr), I+III; gnhv™ Ath(orig), II;
ps. 68:3 timhni Ath(corr), I+III; tinax¢ Ath(orig), II;
ps. 130:2 na dù+ü Ath(corr), I+III; k¢ dù+i Ath(orig), II;
ps. 132:2 omØtiØ Ath(corr), I+III; podol¢k¢ Ath(orig), II.
Others are peculiar to Redaction I and reflect lexical choices which were 

already unacceptable to the compilers of the tenth-century Redaction II:
ps. 47:4 varØx¢ Ath(corr), I; tØjØstØx¢ Ath(orig), II+III;
ps. 121:6 $molitØ Ath(corr), I; v¢sprositØ Ath(orig), II+III;
ps. 138:20 rØqØtØ Ath(corr), I; rØqØtØ búdØt¢ Ath(orig), II; rØvnivi östØ III;
ps. 139:12 $stat¢ Ath(corr), I; öz™qØn¢ Ath(orig), II+III;
ps. 143:14 chstax¢ Ath(corr), I; prostranstvax¢ Ath(orig), II; stygnax¢ III.
Where the emendations diverge from Redaction I, they do not follow 

the fourteenth-century revisions but apparently reflect earlier traditions for 
which, once again, parallels can be found in a minority of early South Slavonic 
manuscripts, including the Radomir Psalter published by L. Makarijoska 
(Макариjоска 1997) and the Glagolitic “Psalter of Dimitrij” found on Mt Sinai, 
from which an extract is supplied by Tarnanides (1988: 192) and B. Velčeva 
(Велчева 1999: 93), and also in the version of Redaction II handed down in 
East Slavonic manuscripts of the late thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, e.g.:

ps. 19:8 wrújix¢ Ath(add), Sin, T27, Jar. 15482, F.п.I.2; kolØsnicaxß 
I+II+III;

ps. 70:19 q$dØsa Ath(corr), S7, Plj, Bel, T27, Pogod. 3; vØliqió / vØliqyst-
vió Ath(orig), I+II+III;
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ps. 77:28 k$\ Ath(corr), T27, Pogod. 2, Pogod. 3, Sof. 60; oqr¢\a 
Ath(orig), I+II+III;

ps. 119:5 tymynah Ath(corr), Sin, Dim, Ban, Rad, S8, Plj, Pogod. 3; kØdar-
ska Ath(orig), I+II+III.

Thus it appears that the conservative orientation which prompted the 
copying of Athens 1797 persisted among those who used the manuscript and led 
to corrections of a type which evidence from other sources would not lead us to 
expect in the fourteenth century or later.

The Athens Psalter is a manuscript of good quality: it was produced with 
some care (witness several versos left blank because ink had seeped through) 
and with fine illuminations by an experienced scribe who knew how to manage 
the layout of the page. His curiously inconsistent lettering could represent 
either a compromise between his own fourteenth-century hand and the letter 
forms of a thirteenth-century exemplar, or perhaps the outcome of a long scribal 
career, combining habits formed in the thirteenth century with later stylistic 
developments, especially those which an experienced scribe might adopt as 
embellishment or to fill space; the dittographies and variations in spacing and 
evenness suggest an ageing scribe whose short-term memory was impaired and 
who was liable to get tired. Pace Jovanović-Stipčević, the use of ¢ seems to 
set the Athens Psalter apart from the other manuscripts included in her study, 
which employ y frequently alongside ¢. The overwhelming predominance 
of ¢ in this manuscript probably reflects an exemplar which employed ¢ 
only.  Both this feature and certain other orthographical inconsistencies, the 
character of the illuminations, and the peculiarities of the text contained in the 
manuscript can plausibly be attributed to the influence of an earlier Bulgarian 
or Macedonian antigraph. The outstanding problem is where and why such 
conservative orthographical and textual traditions were maintained not only by 
the copyist, but also by subsequent users of the manuscript, in preference to the 
orthographical practices and revised versions of the psalter text which came 
into circulation in the course of the fourteenth century.

Postscript: I take this opportunity of expressing my gratitude to the staff of 
the Hilandar Research Library at Ohio State University, Predrag Matejić and 
M. A. Johnson, for supplying me with photocopies from their microfilm of MS 
1797, and to the curator of manuscripts in the National Library of Greece, Mrs 
A. Korduli, for facilitating my study of the manuscript itself.
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